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Submission: Submission in Relation to Stage 2 Western Sydney Aerotropolis Plan. To the
Honourable Robert Stokes MP, Minister for Planning & Public Spaces To the Honourable Stuart
Ayres, Minister for Jobs, Investment, Tourism and Western Sydney The Honourable Mark Latham
MLC The Honourable Peter Sidgreaves MP I Aleasha Fenech of Pratten St Kemps Creek
oppose the current Stage 2 Western Sydney Aerotropolis Plan for the following reasons. 1. We
strongly oppose the proposal to rezone privately owned land to any Environmental and
Recreation and leave it under private ownership. We both strongly believe that it is
discriminatory, unfair and morally wrong as the government has given residents bordering
Thompsons Creek assurance that they will be acquired under the Just Terms Compensation, and
yet no assurance has been given to resident backing onto South Creek and Kemps Creek. I
believe if the government does have the required funds to acquire ALL the land within the
proposed Environmental and Recreation area that it should be scaled back to a more
manageable size until the funds can become available, as rezoning will sterilize the land unfairly
basically make it useless and unsellable to any investors for an undefined period of time. 2. Lack
of information. At every presentation or community meeting or written submission process both

myself and Husbands questions have been unanswered or palmed off. We keep getting told that
the information is either not available not known or can not disclose the answers to the
questions we are asking. This has caused a tremendous amount of stress and anxiety on both
myself and husband having to seek medical attention at time because of not knowing where our
future is heading. By rezoning majority of our land Environmental and Recreation and not
acquiring the property and paying us for the land that the government defines as
Environmentally significant land that directly will effect our future. 3. We both request that
development within the W-SCP is consistent with Liverpool City Council LEP`s throughout the
WHOLE of the Liverpool City. As is currently stands Liverpool City Council’s flood maps for W-SCP
available on Liverpool City Councils website all the land sitting within the dark blue “high flood
zone” should be acquired by the relevant government body for the purpose of Environmental
and Recreational as no development is permitted on this land rendering it valueless to investors
and stale land to landowners including myself and my husband as we cant do anything with the
property after rezoning. The current boundary for W-SCP is following an outdated flood line,
which we believe requires urgent attention as mitigation works have already commenced and
further mitigation is being planned for this section of the Wianamatta South Creek, therefore the
flood land will not exist. 4. It is our belief that the government needs to provide an amount of
green zone (environment and recreation) area with the massive plans to build this Aerotropolis.
We believe the government will use the rezoning and sell carbon credits finically benefiting the
government but not the land owners if they are not acquired by the government by the Just
terms Compensation Act like some residents will be, but majority will not under current proposal
to my understanding. 5. We do not agree with rezoning our property Environmental and
Recreation as still to this date more then 12 months down the track still is undefined and
unanswered to all residents effected by the zoning. Any green zone or Environmental and
Recreational zones should first be made to Rossmore Grange which is approximately 200 acres
of land zoned RE1 and owned by Liverpool City Council. It is unfair and unjust to rezone privately
owned land without acquiring it under the Just Terms Act Compensation Environmental and
Recreational for the financial benefit of the government but a major financial disadvantage to
land owners. Everyone in the proposed Environmental and Recreation zone has paid rates and
taxes just like everyone else whose land fall within a different zoning in the Aerotropolis, it is
unfair that some home owners will make millions of dollars per acre and our property will be
unattractive to any developers and will not receive any or scientifically different amount of
money per acre if not acquired by the government. I look forward to your reply. Kind regards
Aleasha Fenech
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